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The necessity for the talented people who tell a citizen plainly the information disseminated by a 
research-and-development person and the policy designer about the problem in which technology is 
involved is increasing. Some courses of the graduate school level satisfying 3 conditions in the following 
for raising such talented people had come into existence. The 3 conditions are : (1) centering on the 
graduate school level ; (2) including technology, safe peace of mind, risk, or similar terms in the opening 
message ; (3) including reporting, journalism, communication or similar terms in the opening message. As 
an example with which three conditions are filled, there are the "the science communication course" of 
Hokkaido University, CoSTEP of Hokkaido University, the "technology talented-people training which 
realizes safe and safe society" project of the University of Tokyo, MAJESTy of Waseda University, etc. It 
is possible to divide the contents of a lecture with the character into 3 classes. [A] the lecture about 
objects to be described, [B] the lecture about description technique, [C] the lecture about a background. In 
the project of the University of Tokyo, the seminar for active journalists and the course for journalist wish 
persons are prepared. In the former, contents about [A] share most part. On the other hand, in the latter, 
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